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Inclusive education- The Equal opportunities for all 

''Educational planning by governments should concentrate on 
education for all persons, in all regions of a country and in all 
economic conditions…" (The Salamanca Statement, 1994) 

I am honored to participate in the 48th session of the international conference on 
education:”Inclusive education: The way of the feature”.  It is a grate privilege to 
be among representatives of other UN member countries and discuss the issues 
of inclusive education.  

The idea of inclusion has passed through an uneasy way in Georgia. We still 
remember the experiences under the Soviet Regime when everything not 
''typical" was excluded both by the system and by the society. After the system 
was destroyed different local NGOs began challenging existing situation and 
started taking efforts to popularize the idea of inclusion and equal opportunities 
for all.   However, this paradigm   still was not the priority for the government 
until the end of 2003. Since then comprehensive reform efforts have been taken 
at all levels fundamentally changing the educational system and structure, 
management and funding, attitudes towards the function of education and 
educational philosophy at large.  
Substantial changes were taken in the field of inclusive education as well. By now 
Georgia has already taken political responsibilities to ensure social integration and 
participation in the public life of the people with special education needs. 
Georgian legislation already incorporated rights provided by UN Conventions; 
specific national policies on inclusive education are being developed.  At the same 
time, Georgian Government with the support of Norwegian Ministry of Education 
and Research successfully launched pilot project of inclusive education in 10 
Tbilisi schools. 

The Georgian Ministry of Education and Science with the support of USAID has 
developed National Strategy of Inclusive Education and Action plan for 2009-
2011.  The objectives of the document are based on the focal goals of UNESCO's 
Education for All principles. The document obliges Georgian education system to 
accept diversity as a norm and ensure the provision of equal opportunities in 
education.   
I would like to conclude with saying that, despite the lack of appropriate 
infrastructure, human resources and  funds to meet  the educational  needs of  all 
the students,  we strongly believe that '''inclusion is not easy, but it is not 
optional"(Graham Donaldson. Education Senior Chief Inspector). 
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